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Rise

™

Showers made with you in mind
There are times when showering and bathing should be relaxing and indulgent.
There are times when it should be refreshing and invigorating. One thing it should
be is – exactly how you want it. From the intelligent simplicity and effortless luxury
of Rise Digital to the contemporary looks and luxe design of Rise DCV – everything
about this stunning range is elegant, yet beautifully simple.
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Rise Digital
™

Rise Digital is all about you. With beautifully simple
aesthetics, advanced digital technology and the
opportunity to create the exact conﬁguration to
suit – Rise will elevate your showering experience
to a new level.
Intuitive functionality is integral to Rise Digital.
A single touch will have your shower warming up,
whilst the sophisticated LED display will let you
know when it’s time to step in. Whether it’s
starting your shower remotely, pausing (and
saving water) whilst you shampoo or shave,
setting a timer for a speciﬁc shower duration or
if you need a few moments before you step into
the shower. Rise Digital can simply pause the
ﬂow, whilst maintaining your perfect temperature
for up to 5 minutes – it’s all at your ﬁngertips.
There’s also the option of a Rise Digital shower
with our clever digital diverter technology. Enabling
you to switch instantly between shower heads or
between a shower head and a bath ﬁll, it’s the
ultimate family-friendly, busy-bathroom solution.
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Rise Digital Shower
™

Rise is for everyone and every bathroom. Whether it’s a simple
replacement shower or a complete bathroom refurbishment
there is a Rise Digital to suit. The Rise Digital range of single
outlet showers makes choosing simple, just decide whether
you want an adj
d ustable shower (with a range of spray
patterns from invigorating massage mode to something
more relaxing) or a luxurious drencher (for an all over
deluge experience) – there’s an option to suit every taste.

Fabulous functionality
Rise Digital is packed full of thoughtful features and
functions. The intuitive LED lighting shows you when
the shower is ready to step into, so you don’t have to
keep testing to ensure your shower has reached the
perfect temperature. Every shower comes with a
remote control – so you never have to experience that
early morning cold shock when reaching into the
shower to start it. And the latest innovations such as
Warm up, Pause and Timer mean you can save water
while enj
n oying a sensational showering experience.

Rise Digital
wireless remote

Minimal disruption
All Rise Digital showers are simple to install as, unlike
typical mixer showers, the water is blended away
from the bathing area so there is no need to excavate
the bathroom wall to embed the valve. But for speed
and even less disruption – choose a Rise Digital
shower with an exposed control. Because the control
is mounted onto the shower’s riser rail and the
blended water is fed through the ceiling to the shower
head – it can be up and running in no time.

One touch, one great shower. Rise Digital Shower offers sensational showering to you and your family.
Luxurious, yet practical you can have a wet room shower experience regardless of the size of your bathroom space.

Rise adj
d ustable shower heads
Rise Digital showers with adj
d ustable shower heads
offer a range of spray patterns, so whether it’s an
invigorating massage or something more relaxing,
you can shower just as your mood dictates.
Rise adjustable head
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See pages 24-25 for details of the full Rise Digital Shower range
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Switch on remotely with Rise, choosing between the drencher head and height adjustable shower head.

You can programme this version to increase the ﬂow rate from the bath outlet so you can ﬁll your bath more quickly.

Rise Digital Divert
™

Stylish, yet practical, clever and convenient
– Rise Digital Divert is the ideal choice if
you want to create a ‘home spa’, a family
bathroom or install a shower over a bath.
So, whether it’s a sixty second shower
before the morning rush hour, a long hot
shower or an indulgent soak at the end
of the day – the versatility of Rise Digital
Divert allows you to shower how you like
– just switch instantly between outlets at
the touch of a button.

You can make bathroom life even better by using
your Rise Digital’s timer and pause features. Setting
the length of your shower will enable you to keep an
eye on water usage, children – or both. And with Rise
Digital’s intelligent pause function, you can be sure of
always using water efﬁciently. The shower will hold
your perfect temperature – meaning you can shampoo,
lather or shave – without needing your shower to
restore water temperature.

Design your perfect shower
Rise Digital Divert’s modular format
means you can design the shower
to suit your household’s needs.
Choose from a combination of an
adj
d ustable shower head or bath ﬁll
and a range of stunning drenchers
and hand showers to design your
own bespoke bathroom oasis.

Additional thoughtful features include ‘cool to touch’
controls which are great for busy family bathrooms,
you can programme your preferred outlet to start ﬁrst
every time and should your hot or cold water fail,
there is an automatic cut out.
See pages 26-29 for details of the full Rise Digital Divert range
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Rise Digital Bath
™

Washing the kids’ hair, swishing down the
last of the soap suds or even an impromptu
shampoo for the family pet… busy lives
mean that that bathrooms need to deliver
ﬂexibility. And when it comes to bath ﬁlls, a
Rise Digital Divert will do it all.
Rise Digital Bath
Rise Digital Bath allows you to programme your
bath’s depth so that you have the same, perfectly
ﬁlled tub every time. And if your hot water runs out,
Rise Digital Bath will simply stop. For longer soaks, a
‘top up’ button will restore your bath’s temperature.
Meanwhile, you can be assured that even at steamy
temperatures your Rise Digital Bath’s control will stay
cool-to-the-touch. Essential for everyone, but especially
for children and less able users.

Rise Digital Bath with diverter
A Rise Digital bath ﬁll combined with a simple hand
shower will take care of every bathing scenario. One
touch will have your bath running in seconds, whilst
pressing the control’s other button will let you divert
water to the hand shower. Rinsing hair, children or
just the suds couldn’t be easier. Te
T mperatures will
remain reassuringly safe and constant throughout.

Perfectly blended bath water is delivered via a sleek and stylish overﬂow ﬁller – to your chosen depth and temperature every time.
And, for the ﬁnal indulgence, you can top up your tub for a longer, more luxurious soak.

A bath ﬁll that knows the depth you want to
bathe, cool-to-the-touch controls and no need for
taps? That’s Rise Digital – a dream to use.

The addition of a stylish, slim hand shower to
your Rise Digital bath ﬁll allows vital versatility.
Switch between the bath ﬁll and hand shower at the
touch of a button. Retain thermostatically controlled
temperatures whether you’re bathing or showering
and simply park the hand shower in its convenient
holder when it’s not required.

Belying its understated styling, a Rise Digital bath ﬁll
delivers perfect, thermostatically blended water
through a contemporary overﬂow ﬁller – making
bulky taps a thing of the past. Simply press the button
or use your Rise Digital remote control – and your
bath will be up and running.
Alternatively, choose a Rise Digital Bath with digital
diverter technology – and combine a bath ﬁll with a
simple, yet practical hand shower.

See pages 25 for details of the full Rise Digital Bath range

Rise Digital
Bath control
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Rise Digital ﬁts into your life. Simply.

Rise Digital features...

Pioneered by Aqualisa, digital showering and bathing technology is one of the biggest bathroom
innovations of recent time. A digital shower or bath ﬁll is controlled by a compact processor that
blends hot and cold ﬂows of water with absolute precision. Around the size of a shoebox, the
processor can be sited up to 10 metres away from the showering or bathing area. For example
in the loft, an airing cupboard or under the bath. This frees up space in your bathroom and, for
showers with an exposed control, can often make for a much easier installation that minimises
disruption and downtime.

Rise Digital is bursting with practical and thoughtful features and functionality. Designed with
you and your showering and bathing needs in mind, you can design your perfect scheme whether
a simple shower or bath only conﬁguration or a combination of bath and shower, drencher and
hand shower… whatever suits. But fundamental to every Rise Digital is simplicity, versatility and
ease of use plus a range of thoughtful features and functions including:

™

Suits any home

™

STANDARD FEATURES

Aqualisa’s award-winning processors are compatible
with gravity-fed and high pressure plumbing systems.
Showers using a gravity-fed processor are given a
helping hand with a fully integrated, quiet pump.

CHOOSE TO ACTIVATE...

Cool to touch controls
As the control is not linked to the water
feed, it will stay cool and safe to touch.

Warm up*
W RM UP
WA

Simple installation
The Rise Digital shower or bath control communicates
with its processor via a simple data cable. All that is
required to deliver thermostatic, precision blended
water to each shower head or bath ﬁll is a single pipe.
And, as the diverter is also digital, there is no need for
complicated or additional plumbing work.

Eco
If you want to limit water usage the
processor can be set to ‘eco’ mode on
installation. This will save up to 33%
water with every shower taken –
depending on your water system.

Go ‘eco’
The ‘eco mode’ on the shower’s processor can be
programmed to ensure a water efﬁcient performance
– and can help you to make water savings of up to
33% – depending on individual circumstances. What
could be greener? Well, don’t forget Rise Digital
shower’s optional features. Its warm-up mode, pause
function and timer, all of which can be activated
together or separately, will help you to be even more
water-aware.

Shower packs
SHOWER
P CKS
PA

Our special ‘shower packs’ have been
designed to make choosing a digital
divert shower easy – we have picked
5 popular conﬁgurations – you just have
to pick the one that suits your home
water system.

Pause*
P USE
PA

All Rise Digital showers and bath ﬁlls come with a 5
year guarantee that covers systems and components.
Complete peace of mind.

Just press pause to save water while
shampooing or shaving – Rise Digital will
hold the perfect temperature for up to
2 minutes.

Timer
TIMER

5 year guarantee
Guarantees

You can save water with every shower.
Once Rise reaches your chosen
temperature the ﬂow will stop and when
you are ready to start showering just
press the remote button or the shower
control and step into your perfect
shower. Rise will hold the correct
temperature for up to 5 minutes.

Reﬂecting our conﬁdence in the quality
of the Rise Digital range, all Rise Digital
systems and accessories are covered by
our generous 5 year parts and labour
guarantee.

Great if you want to manage your water
usage or for families with teens that just
want to stay under the shower. Decide
how long you want each shower to last
and hey presto. The shower will stop as
programmed.

Rise Digital Divert bath ﬁll with hand shower.
See page 25 for details.

*Note: Due to the characteristics of combination boilers it is not recommended to activate these options.
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Rise DCV
™

Contemporary, elegant and sophisticated,
Rise DCV is a fully modular thermostatic dual
control mixer shower range from Aqualisa.
With the choice of three stunning all metal valves
Rise DCV offers you the versatility and range to
create the perfect scheme to suit your lifestyle
and taste. So whether your new bathroom
requires a single outlet, divert or a 3 way
system your Rise DCV can be completed with
the luxurious, fully interchangeable range of
Rise accessories.
Choose from a generous array of metal or
lightweight chrome drencher heads, hand showers,
an adjustable shower kit or a sleek bath ﬁll.
Underpinning this stunning range is the absolute
given that Rise DCV will deliver a superb
showering experience, the highest quality
materials and thoughtful features. So, from its
smooth chrome hose, stunning metal controls
and drenchers to easy-click spray plate controls,
Rise DCV offers the ultimate in showering luxury,
ﬂexibility and choice.
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Rise DCV
™

The clean, simple lines of Rise DCV are sophisticated and
timeless and the perfect solution if you are looking for a stylish,
contemporary look that ﬁts in both modern and classic settings.
Whether you choose a single, divert or 3 way solution – teamed
with your choice of ﬁttings from the Rise accessory range – your
Rise DCV bathroom will ooze elegance and luxury.
Rise DCV is ideal also if digital showers are not for you, or you
want a different look in another bathroom – you know you will
get the best that Aqualisa has to offer.

Modular showering
Whether you want a Rise DCV in an enclosure or
over a bath you can tailor its look to suit. A ﬂexible
adjustable shower system or wall or ceiling mounted
drencher will ﬁt the bill. The metal control comes with
ﬂow control and temperature control with a temperature
override button for family safety.

Divert showering
Diversity and ﬂexibility is the name of the game with
a Rise DCV divert system. You can mix and match the
accessories and ﬁttings to suit a myriad of choices. So
whether you want an adjustable and drencher head,
a drencher and hand shower or a 3 way over bath
combination – the choice is entirely yours.
Dual control mixer with adjustable shower head.
See pages 30-32 for details.

See pages 30, 31 and 32 for details of the full Rise DCV range
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Rise DCV 3 way mixer with ceiling mounted drencher, hand shower accessory pack with integral wall outlet holder and bath ﬁll.
See pages 30-32 for details.

Rise Digital controls

Rise DCV controls

Rise Digital has been designed to deliver an intuitive, intelligent showering experience. Its
thoughtful water saving features can be activated as required to suit you and your family’s needs.
The LED lighting comes as standard and the clever display will show you when it’s time to step in –
whilst the remote control allows you to start the shower without reaching into the enclosure.

Three stunning shower controls with luxurious brass wall plate and control knobs, offering single,
divert and 3 way showering options allowing you to design the combination to suit your family’s
lifestyle and needs. But the versatility of Rise DCV does not stop there. Each shower control comes
with a pair of 25mm metal levers which can be ﬁtted as required to suit the bathroom scheme.
(See pictures below).

™

™

Rise Digital Shower control

Rise Digital Divert control

Rise Digital Bath control

Rise DCV single outlet control

Rise DCV divert control

Rise DCV 3 way control

It’s so easy. One push of the button
and you’re showering.

Suitable for both shower and bath
systems. Press the upper button to
select the primary outlet and the
lower button for the secondary outlet.

Press the Start/Stop button to get
your bath running. Give your bath
water a ‘Top-up’ by pressing the
lower button.

Top – ﬂow control.

Top – combined divert and ﬂow control.

Top – combined divert and ﬂow control.

Bottom – temperature control with
temperature override button.

Bottom – temperature control with
temperature override button.

Middle – temperature control with
temperature override button.
Bottom – ﬂow control.

Shown with 25mm brass levers.

Rise Digital remote control

Rise Digital wireless remote

Water saving features

Switch on the shower or bath ﬁll
remotely from up to 10 metres away.
If you have a divert conﬁguration
push and hold to divert.

The wireless remote features LED
lights to show the shower is switched
on. Fit with or without the wall plate,
and there are no wires or cables.

On the control you can
programme some great water
saving features:

Shown without 25mm brass levers.

Warm up* – so you don’t have to
waste water if you are not ready to
step in when your shower reaches
temperature.
Pause* – for up to 2 minutes when
shampooing or shaving.
Timer – decide exactly how long
you want the shower to run.
Note: check the user guide for
details on how to programme
these features.
* Due to the performance characteristics
of combination boilers it is not
recommended to activate these options.
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Rise shower heads
™

With Rise, you can shower any way you want. There’s a choice of adjustable shower head,
hand showers and a selection of luxurious metal 200mm, 300mm and lightweight 200mm
and 250mm drencher shower heads. All options come with rub-clean nozzles – ensuring
limescale build-up is kept to a minimum.

Adjustable head

Hand shower

Drencher heads

Click your way through ﬁve different spray patterns
that span sensual and soothing to rejuvenating and
massaging.

A stylish and practical addition to the Rise range. Slim,
unobtrusive and surprisingly effective as a shower, a
hand shower is a must-have for hair washing and bath
rinsing alike.

Release a cloudburst of warm, wonderfully relaxing water with a 200mm, 250mm or 300mm drencher head.
Choose from a metal or lightweight, wall or ceiling mounted design and enjoy every drop of indulgence.

Metal 300mm
drencher head

Metal 200mm
drencher head

300mm

Spray patterns

Spray pattern

300mm
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Lightweight 250mm
drencher head

Lightweight 200mm
drencher head

180mm

240mm

120mm

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.

250mm

200mm

Spray pattern

200mm

Spray pattern

250mm

200mm

Spray pattern

200mm
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Rise Digital installations

Rise DCV installations

The schematics of popular digital conﬁgurations below show the processor and diverter, which
blend and dispense the water, located in an airing cupboard, in the loft or even under the bath
should space allow. Also shown are the data cables which connect the control and remote control
to the processor box, communicating messages such as; Start/Stop, divert, depth and temperature.

Rise DCV is a typical dual control valve. The hot and cold water are delivered to the valve
which is buried in the wall behind the wall plate and controls, where it is thermostatically
blended. The blended water is then dispensed as desired by the manually operated controls
on the valve.

™

cold

cold

blended

hot

cold

Digital controll
Dig
gi t a l co nt ro l
blended

ble (u
up

cold
hot

blended

blended
Reemotte
co nt ro l

data ca

hot

data
a cab
ble (up to 10
0 m)

data cablee (up to 10 m)

hot

™

Rem
motee
co nt ro l

to 10 m
)

data ca

Adjustable shower

ble (up

blended

to 10
0 m)

Adjustable shower with wall mounted drencher

Locate the remote control outside the enclosure –
press the button and wait for the illuminated controls
to stop flashing, and the shower will be ready by the
time you’ve brushed your teeth.

blended

Dispenses perfectly blended water to either outlet as
required – you can programme your favourite one to
start first every time.

Single outlet with adjustable head

Blended hot and cold water is delivered to the shower
head from the valve. Separate temperature and flow
controls can be manually adjusted to suit.

Divert outlet with adjustable and wall mounted
drencher heads

Turn the divert control to select the outlet you want
the blended water to flow from and turn the separate
temperature control to choose the right water
temperature.

hot

blended

data

to 10 m)
cable (up

hot

blended

cold

data
a ca
ablee (up
p to
o 10m
m)

Rise DCV suits High Pressure water systems.
cold

cold
hot

If you have a gravity system you should team with a
booster pump.

blended

Diigital co
ontrol
blended

blended
Remotee
conttrol
Wireless remote

data cab

Digital
controll

Exposed shower with bath overﬂow ﬁller

For a simple installation, choose an exposed system
which delivers water to the shower head through the
ceiling and can be installed with minimal disruption to
the bathroom – combine with a bath fill for the perfect
configuration.
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le (up to

10 m)

Bath overﬂow ﬁller

Press the Start/Stop button, select your temperature,
put in the plug and the bath will know when to stop
filling. Why not ‘Top-up’ for a luxurious long soak.

blended

3 way outlet with hand shower, wall mounted
drencher head and bath ﬁll

The water is blended in the valve behind the controls.
The middle knob controls the temperature. Select
the desired outlet and flow using the top or bottom
control knobs.
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Rise Digital
™

All Rise Digital shower systems come complete with a remote control (exposed systems come with
a wireless remote). Remote controls can also be bought separately.

120 mm

70 m m

70mm

70 m m

120 mm

120 mm

Rise Digital
remote control
RSD.B3.DS.14
† £107.00 £128.40 inc VAT

Concealed with adjustable
head and remote control

Concealed with wall ﬁxed
head and remote control

Concealed with ceiling ﬁxed
head and remote control

Exposed with adjustable
head and wireless remote

Rise Digital Bath
with overﬂow ﬁller

Rise Digital Bath Divert
overﬂow ﬁller and
hand shower

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BV.14
† £740.00 £888.00 inc VAT

300mm wall drencher head

300mm ceiling drencher head

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BFW300.14
† £820.00 £984.00 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BFC300.14
† £819.00 £982.80 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.EV.14
† £794.00 £952.80 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BTX.14
† £449.00 £538.80 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BTX.DVHS.14
† £572.00 £686.40 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BFW300.14
† £900.00 £1,080.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BFC300.14
† £900.00 £1,080.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.EV.14
† £875.00 £1,050.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BTX.14
† £530.00 £636.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BTX.DVHS.14
† £655.00 £786.00 inc VAT

200mm wall drencher head

200mm ceiling drencher head

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BFW200.14
† £740.00 £888.00 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BFC200.14
† £740.00 £888.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BFW200.14
† £825.00 £990.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BFC200.14
† £825.00 £990.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BV.14
† £823.00 £987.60 inc VAT
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120 mm

70mm

70 m m

120 mm

30 0 mm

70mm

30 0 mm

1020 mm

56 0 mm

550mm

Rise Digital remotes

Length of hose: 1500mm

Rise Digital Bath systems
Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions

940 mm

L e ng t h of h o s e: 15 0 0 mm

Rise Digital single outlet showers

† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%.
Product dimensions are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.

† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%.
Product dimensions are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.

70mm

Rise Digital
wireless remote
– can be fitted with or without
wall plate
RSD.B3.WR.14
† £107.00 £128.40 inc VAT
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Rise Digital Divert made easy
™

We’ve created a range of Digital Divert shower packs to make choosing your Rise Digital Divert
system quicker and easier. Just decide which combination is right for you.
• All Rise Digital Divert drencher shower packs include a 200mm metal drencher head.
• All Rise Digital shower packs come complete with a remote control.
• Remote controls can also be bought separately – see page 25 for details.
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56 0 mm

Length of hose: 1500mm

Length of hose: 1500mm

20 0 mm

120 mm

120 mm

70 m m

70 m m

70mm
120 mm

940 mm

20 0 mm

70mm

Rise Digital Divert concealed with
adjustable head, wall mounted
drencher and remote control

Rise Digital Divert concealed with
adjustable head, ceiling mounted
drencher and remote control

Rise Digital Divert concealed with
adjustable head, bath ﬁll and
remote control

Rise Digital Divert concealed
with wall mounted drencher,
hand shower and remote control

Rise Digital Divert concealed
with ceiling mounted drencher,
hand shower and remote control

PACK 1

PACK 3

PACK 5

PACK 7

PACK 9

HP/Combi
RSD.PACK1
† £955.00

HP/Combi
RSD.PACK3
† £956.00

HP/Combi
RSD.PACK5
† £878.00

HP/Combi
RSD.PACK7
† £887.09

HP/Combi
RSD.PACK9
† £887.00

£1,146.00 inc VAT

£1,147.20 inc VAT

£1,053.60 inc VAT

£1,064.50 inc VAT

£1,064.40 inc VAT

PACK 2

PACK 4

PACK 6

PACK 8

PACK 10

Gravity Pumped
RSD.PACK2
† £1,038.00 £1,245.60 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.PACK4
† £1,038.00 £1,245.60 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.PACK6
† £961.00
£1,153.20 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.PACK8
† £969.00 £1,162.80 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.PACK10
† £969.00 £1,162.80 inc VAT

† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%.
Product dimensions are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.

Length of hose: 1500mm. Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions

120 mm

Length of hose: 1500mm. Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions

940 mm

70 mm

20 0 mm

120 mm

940 mm

20 0 mm

70 m m

50 0 mm

Rise Digital Divert shower packs

56 0 mm

Length of hose: 1500mm

Rise Digital Divert shower packs

† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%.
Product dimensions are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.
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Design your own Rise Digital Divert shower
™

Concealed with wall
mounted drencher and
remote control

Concealed with ceiling
mounted drencher and
remote control

Exposed with adjustable
head and wireless
remote

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BV.DV.14
† £793.00 £951.60 inc VAT

300mm metal drencher

300mm metal drencher

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BFW300.DV.14
† £870.00 £1,044.00 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BFC300.DV.14
† £870.00 £1,044.00 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.EV.DV.14
† £845.00 £1,014.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BFW300.DV.14
† £952.00 £1,142.40 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BFC300.DV.14
† £952.00 £1,142.40 inc VAT

200mm metal drencher

200mm metal drencher

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BFW200.DV.14
† £793.00 £951.60 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSD.A1.BFC200.DV.14
† £793.00 £951.60 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BFW200.DV.14
† £875.00 £1,050.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BFC200.DV.14
† £875.00 £1,050.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.BV.DV.14
† £875.00 £1,050.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped
RSD.A2.EV.DV.14
† £927.00 £1,112.40 inc VAT

† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%.
Product dimensions are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.

560mm

2 0 0 mm

Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

50 0 mm

20 0 mm

Lightweight 200mm
drencher heads

300mm wall mounted
RS300FHW14
† £301.00 £361.20 inc VAT

200mm wall mounted
RS200FHW14
† £221.00 £265.20 inc VAT

250mm wall mounted
RS250FHW
† £151.00 £181.20 inc VAT

200mm wall mounted
RS200FHW
† £129.00 £154.80 inc VAT

300mm ceiling mounted
RS300FHC14
† £301.00 £361.20 inc VAT

200mm ceiling mounted
RS200FHC14
† £221.00 £265.20 inc VAT

250mm ceiling mounted
RS250FHC
† £151.00 £181.20 inc VAT

200mm ceiling mounted
RS200FHC
† £128.50 £154.20 inc VAT
Length of hose: 1500mm

Lightweight 250mm
drencher heads

Length of hose: 1500mm

Metal 200mm
drencher heads

Length of hose: 1500mm

Metal 300mm
drencher heads

Bath overﬂow ﬁller
900mm waste pipe
477502
† £15.50

£18.60 inc VAT

Exposed rail
extension kit
223217
† £23.00

£27.60 inc VAT

Short (300mm)
wall ﬁxed arm
518202
† £79.50

Rise adjustable
shower kit

Hand shower
accessory pack

Hand shower accessory pack
with integral wall outlet holder

RSKIT14
† £160.00 £192.00 inc VAT

ACY001
† £88.00

ACY006
† £129.00

£105.60 inc VAT

£95.40 inc VAT

£154.80 inc VAT

70mm

185mm
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250mm

200mm

940 mm

Concealed with adjustable
head and remote
control

25 0 m m

Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

560mm

Length of hose: 1500mm

300mm

120 mm

120 mm

70mm

70 m m

70mm

30 0 mm

102 0 mm

30 0 mm

Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

560mm

550mm

120 mm

70 m m

940 mm

L e ng t h of h o s e: 15 0 0 mm

Step 1. Choose a Rise Digital Divert shower system.

200mm

52 5 m m

560mm

30 0 mm

500mm

Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

200

If you want to design your own bespoke Rise Digital Divert shower system, you just need to follow the two steps
below. First decide which main shower you want, shown in Step 1. Then team it with your choice of drencher
head, adjustable shower head or bath ﬁll and any of the other useful accessories shown in Step 2.

560mm

550mm

Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

Step 2. Complete your perfect shower with your choice of luxury shower heads, bath fill and accessories.

Concealed retroﬁt wall plate

Bath overﬂow ﬁller

Exposed rail
corner ﬁttings

223121
† £18.00

ACY005
† £77.00

ACY002
† £21.50

£21.60 inc VAT

£92.40 inc VAT

† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%.
Product dimensions are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.

£25.80 inc VAT
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Design your own Rise DCV shower

Rise DCV systems

™

™

Rise DCV systems

290mm
140mm

RSDCV001
† £304.00 £364.80 inc VAT

Rise DCV divert
mixer valve

Rise DCV divert
mixer valve

HP/Combi
RSDCV001
† £304.00
£364.80 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSDCV001
† £304.00
£364.80 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSDCV001
† £304.00
£364.80 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSDCV002
† £386.00
£463.20 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSDCV002
† £386.00
£463.20 inc VAT

Rise adjustable
shower kit

Rise 200mm wall
mounted lightweight
ﬁxed head

Rise 200mm ceiling
mounted lightweight
ﬁxed head

Rise adjustable
shower kit

Rise adjustable
shower kit

RSKIT14
† £160.00
£192.00 inc VAT

RSKIT14
† £160.00
£192.00 inc VAT

RSKIT14
† £160.00
£192.00 inc VAT
TOTAL
† £464.00
£556.80 inc VAT

RS200FHW
† £129.00
£154.80 inc VAT

RS200FHC
† £128.50
£154.20 inc VAT

TOTAL
† £433.00
£519.60 inc VAT

TOTAL
† £432.50
£519.00 inc VAT

Rise 200mm wall
mounted lightweight
ﬁxed head

Rise 200mm ceiling
mounted lightweight
ﬁxed head

RS200FHW
† £129.00
£154.80 inc VAT

RS200FHC
† £128.50
£154.20 inc VAT

TOTAL
† £675.00
£810.00 inc VAT

TOTAL
† £674.50
£809.40 inc VAT

HP/Combi
RSDCV003
† £489.00

HP/Combi
RSDCV003
† £489.00

£463.20 inc VAT

£463.20 inc VAT

£586.80 inc VAT

£586.80 inc VAT

Rise 200mm wall mounted
lightweight ﬁxed head

Rise 200mm ceiling mounted
lightweight ﬁxed head

Rise 200mm wall mounted
lightweight ﬁxed head

Rise 200mm ceiling mounted
lightweight ﬁxed head

RS200FHW
† £129.00
£154.80 inc VAT

RS200FHC
† £128.50

RS200FHW
† £129.00
£154.80 inc VAT

RS200FHC
† £128.50

Handshower accessory pack
with integral wall outlet
holder

Handshower accessory pack
with integral wall outlet
holder

Handshower accessory pack
with integral wall outlet
holder

Handshower accessory pack
with integral wall outlet
holder

ACY006
† £129.00

ACY006
† £129.00

ACY006
† £129.00

ACY006
† £129.00

300mm

£154.80 inc VAT

TOTAL
† £644.00
£772.80 inc VAT

£154.20 inc VAT

£154.80 inc VAT

TOTAL
† £643.50
£772.20 inc VAT

£154.80 inc VAT

£154.20 inc VAT

£154.80 inc VAT

Bath overﬂow ﬁller

Bath overﬂow ﬁller

ACY005
† £77.00

ACY005
† £77.00

£92.40 inc VAT

TOTAL
† £824.00
£988.80 inc VAT

£92.40 inc VAT

250mm

200mm

20 0

Luxury metal 300mm
drencher heads

Luxury metal 200mm
drencher heads

Lightweight 250mm drencher
heads

Lightweight 200mm drencher
heads

300mm wall mounted
RS300FHW14
† £301.00 £361.20 inc VAT

200mm wall mounted
RS200FHW14
† £221.00 £265.20 inc VAT

250mm wall mounted
RS250FHW
† £151.00 £181.20 inc VAT

200mm wall mounted
RS200FHW
† £129.00 £154.80 inc VAT

300mm ceiling mounted
RS300FHC14
† £301.00 £361.20 inc VAT

200mm ceiling mounted
RS200FHC14
† £221.00 £265.20 inc VAT

250mm ceiling mounted
RS250FHC
† £151.00 £181.20 inc VAT

200mm ceiling mounted
RS200FHC
† £128.50 £154.20 inc VAT

Rise adjustable heads, hand showers and accessories

TOTAL
† £823.50
£988.20 inc VAT

70mm

Bath overﬂow ﬁller
ACY005
† £77.00 £92.40 inc VAT
Bath overﬂow ﬁller
900mm waste pipe
477502
† £15.50 £18.60 inc VAT
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† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%.
Product dimensions are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.

† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%.
Product dimensions are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements.
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Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

HP/Combi
RSDCV002
† £386.00

20 0

560

HP/Combi
RSDCV002
† £386.00

560mm

Rise DCV 3 way mixer valve

50 0

Rise adjustable
shower kit

Hand shower
accessory pack

Hand shower accessory pack
with integral wall outlet holder

RSKIT14
† £160.00 £192.00 inc VAT

ACY001
† £88.00 £105.60 inc VAT

ACY006
† £129.00

£154.80 inc VAT

Short (300mm)
wall ﬁxed arm
518202
† £79.50 £95.40 inc VAT

† Prices shown are recommended retail prices. VAT quoted at 20%. Product codes, prices & dimensions (product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.
Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements).

Rise DCV single outlet
mixer valve

Rise DCV 3 way mixer valve

Length of hose: 1500mm

Rise DCV single outlet
mixer valve

Rise DCV divert mixer valve

18 0 m m

Rise DCV single outlet
mixer valve

Rise DCV divert mixer valve

940 mm

14 0 mm

25 0 mm

Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

210 mm

210 mm

210 mm

210 mm
14 0 mm

200mm

52 5 m m

560mm

210 mm

14 0 mm

3 0 0 mm

500mm

Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

Rise drencher shower heads

70mm

200

14 0 mm

210mm

RSDCV002
† £386.00 £463.20 inc VAT

550mm

14 0 mm

210mm

RSDCV003
† £489.00 £586.80 inc VAT

Length of hose: 1500mm

70 m m

Rise DCV mixer valve
– HP/Combi

560mm

14 0 mm

14 0 mm

Rise DCV divert mixer valve
– HP/Combi

Ceiling arm can be cut to suit site conditions.

29 0 mm

210mm

210mm

560mm
20 0 mm

14 0 mm

140mm

Rise DCV 3 way mixer valve
– HP/Combi

Length of hose: 1500mm

20 0 mm

140mm

140mm

L e ngth of hose: 1500mm

200mm

500mm

L e ng t h of hose: 1500mm

20 0 mm

Length of hose: 1500mm

500mm

560mm

Length of hose: 1500mm

L e ng t h of h o s e: 15 0 0 mm

Rise DCV systems

210 m m

200mm

290mm

20 0 mm

560mm

500mm

Length of hose: 1500mm

200mm

L e ngth of hose: 1500mm

20 0 mm

560mm

500mm

Length of hose: 1500mm

Rise DCV valves
Length of hose: 1500mm

Modular, versatile, bespoke – that’s Rise DCV. Design your own individual combination by choosing the valve
you like (shown on page 32) and then choosing the drencher, adjustable shower head, hand shower or bath ﬁll
to suit. It couldn’t be easier.
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